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MESSAGE FROM
SENIOR MANAGEMENT
Bruno Rousset, Chairman, and Emmanuel Morandini, Chief Executive Officer, look back over 2016.

Bruno Rousset

What is your perspective on this year’s
performance and the key moments of
2016?

strengthening our foundations in brokering and by developing partnerships and
Key Accounts.

Bruno Rousset : This year was marked by
the consolidation of our position in the
professionals market, with the operational
merger of our entities dedicated to individual health insurance and to group private
health insurance for VSEs and SMEs, by
the firm establishment of our profile with
institutions through our key accounts approach, as demonstrated by the signing of
new partnership agreements, and finally,
by successful international acquisitions,
such as GlobalHealth for international
medical insurance in Asia, and Bamado
for loan insurance in Italy.

What main areas have you identified to
work on in 2017?

Emmanuel Morandini : The work we began
in 2015 is beginning to bear fruit. Indeed,
2016 has seen restored growth in our brokering activities, including in Health and
Personal Protection. Some of our activ
ities, such as non-employees individual
health insurance, international health insurance, two-wheeled vehicle insurance
as well as the range of services dedicated
to professionals, have even achieved record performances. A further encouraging
sign is the rise in gross margin.
What is your assessment of the extension
of group private health insurance ?

Emmanuel Morandini

B. R.: The extension of group private health
insurance has led to a definite paradigm
shift in the market. Competition is stiffer
and the margins for group policies are
lower. Our strength lies in the fact that
APRIL has a wide, comprehensive range of
unique products in the market, enabling it
to cover all the requirements of senior managers and their staff in terms of health
and personal protection.
E. M. : We made the decision to draw on
the diversity of our range of services in
order to mitigate the impact of this reform,
by consolidating in particular our leadership in the loan insurance market, by
bolstering our position with professionals
in terms of health insurance, but also by
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E. M.: We are going to continue investing
in our projects whilst forging ahead with
our plan to optimise costs, following the
encouraging results recorded in 2016.
However, we would like to go even further,
by reviewing some of the business models to make them more efficient and we
will continue to roll out our plans to turn
around the subsidiaries in difficulty. Finally, we will maintain our targeted external
growth policy, in selected countries, in
order to consolidate our positions in
flagship markets and to diversify our
activities.
B. R.: For 2017, APRIL’s innovations will
need to focus on services and customer
relations, rather than on the products
themselves. There are three crucial factors: being attentive to our customers, to
their requirements and practices, taking
inspiration from new approaches stemming from the use of digital technologies
and data, and remaining agile in order to
keep planning ahead for changes in the
market.
What message would you like to convey
to shareholders?
B. R.: This year’s accomplishments are encouraging and show that we are heading
in the right direction. We will continue to
work on restoring growth, by building on
the foundations which we have laid down
over the past two years and on stream
lining actions that will be carried out in
2017. The group is also well prepared for
regulatory and technological changes,
particularly thanks to the commitment of
our staff. As such, our management modes
are still progressing, with the implementation of new agile methods. This staff
engagement is a key part of the group’s
future success.

2016 RESULTS
ACTIVITY AS A %
OF GROSS MARGIN
IN 2016
BY DIVISION
Property &
Casualty
38,1 %

INCOME STATEMENT
GROUP (IFRS - €M)

2016

2015

Consolidated sales

861.2

798.0

Variation (%)
+ 7.9%

Gross margin

420.6

409.4

+ 2.7%

Net financial income

16.4

15.4

+ 6.6%

Current EBIT

65.4

73.1

- 10.6%

EBIT

42.1

71.3

- 40.9%

Net income (Group share)

20.1

42.1

- 52.3%

Earnings per share (€)

0.50

1.04

- 51.9%

GROUP (IFRS)

2016

2015

Variation

Shareholders’ equity (€M)

614.5

605.7

+ 8.8

1.1%

0.5%

+ 0.6 pt

88.0
188.9

83.5
193.2

+ 4.5
- 4.3

61,9 %
Health &
Personal Protection

BY TYPE OF REVENUE
Insurance
premiums
14,5 %

BALANCE SHEET
Debt-to-equity ratio (%)
Net cash (€M)
Adjusted net cash (€M)
Return On Equity (%)

3.3%

7.1%

- 3.8 pts

Goodwill (€M)

217.0

220.1

- 3.1

85,5 %

2017 AND BEYOND

Brokerage
commissions

Our 4 key growth levers

20,000
distributors
worldwide

3,861

staff members

31

operating countries

25%

of gross margin
generated by
international
activities

168

agencies in France
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OPTIMISING AND REVITALISING
OUR NETWORK OF BROKERS

DEVELOPING PARTNERSHIPS
AND KEY ACCOUNTS

The ‘Business Partner’ approach, implemented in 2016, enables every broker to
develop a customised action plan together
with APRIL which is tailored to their profile and linked to reciprocal commitments.
In 2016, 40% of the group’s sales force was
trained in this approach, which has sig
nificant support: 11,200 brokers distribute
APRIL products. In addition, APRIL has
continued to support brokers by helping
them understand the changing regulatory
environment and by equipping them with
effective tools to foster their business de
velopment, such as APRIL ON (see page 5).

Approached in relation to a dozen invitations to tender in 2016 (three times more
than in 2015), the Partnerships and Key
Accounts department has won a total of
26 bids this year. Indeed, the group has
two rare assets. The first, the fact that it
offers sales support throughout the value
chain, from product design to third party
administration (TPA) as well as assistance. The second, its comprehensive and extensive range of services which takes into
account the requirements of key accounts.
APRIL is now seen as a trusted partner by
French insurance institutions.

STEPPING UP DIRECT DISTRIBUTION
AND THE SHIFT TO DIGITAL

OPTIMISING THE GROUP’S
INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
AND EXPORTING ITS EXPERTISE

Direct distribution remains a determining
factor for the group. Our subsidiary specialised in two-wheeler insurance, for ex
ample, had a remarkably successful year
in 2016 by focussing on several areas in
order to optimise its model: balancing out
direct and broker sales, consolidating the
sales force and offering an optimised pol
icy subscription process. The company also
adopted specialised platforms to allow it
to develop its use of prospect data. In 2017,
with the aim of adjusting pricing, it will be
equipping 1,000 volunteer bikers with sensors in order to study their behaviour and
fine tune how risk is segmented.

In a booming international medical insurance market, APRIL launched a dedicated
business line in 2016, aiming to develop
its e-commerce and direct distribution
capacities. To do so, the group pooled all
the assets of its international medical
insurance wholesale brokers, and worked
on optimising its information systems and
coordinating the three entities’ sales teams.
APRIL’s activities in Switzerland and the
United States were also restructured as the
group pursues that objective.

NEWS

BOAT INSURANCE
APRIL SUPPORTS
THE SHARING ECONOMY

LOAN INSURANCE
APRIL EXPORTS ITS EXPERTISE
WORLDWIDE

Aware that the sharing economy is gather
ing momentum, APRIL Marine signed a
deal with ShareMySea, a website special
ised in ‘co-sailing’. The idea is quite simple
and based on car pooling. It allows boaters,
but also fishermen, to share their trips out to
sea without having to rent a vessel. APRIL
Marine has been promoting this means of
transport, while offering users insurance to
cover co-sailing. Since its launch in June
2016, over 18,000 people have downloaded
the application.

Through APRIL Santé Prévoyance, APRIL
has acquired an 80% stake in Bamado, an
Italian holding including Brokeronline
(loan insurance) and Webclaim (claims
handling). In line with its key strategic development points and its geographical
priorities, APRIL is investing in Italy, one
of the key European countries for the
group, given its potential of 25,000 brokers.
Brokeronline’s portfolio of clients includes
a major international bank, and the two
companies recorded a total turnover in
2015 of nearly €3 million. The integration
of these companies will enable APRIL to
diversify its range of services and in particular to increase its third party administration capacity for major, internationally
renowned banks and financial institutions
in the Italian market. In order to showcase
its range of products, APRIL has launched
a new version of its website in Italy, dedicated to its brokers. The aim is to make it
easier subscribe the simplest products
directly online and facilitate cross-selling.

KEY ACCOUNTS
APRIL DIGITISES PROCESSES
AT MALAKOFF MÉDÉRIC
APRIL has helped Malakoff Médéric develop its corporate property and casualty
insurance offering through a global insurance programme which includes a professional liability insurance product for
consultancies. To help Malakoff Médéric
foster customer loyalty, APRIL has shared
its expertise with the group in terms of
digitising processes, and helped develop
paperless systems. As part of this, the
Partnerships and Key Accounts division
supported the pre-sales side of property
and casualty insurance, designed sales
tools including an online premium calculator, took charge of change management,
trained the sales teams and set up a help
desk for them, offering a single contact
point to answer any questions they had.
This resulted in combining all the group’s
expertise (from product design to third
party administration) in a short amount
of time, as well as effective sales support
throughout the whole of the value chain.
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PROFESSIONALS
APRIL ADDRESSES THE NEEDS
OF ARTISANS
APRIL’s talent for identifying unmet needs
and offering tailored solutions can also be
seen in the artisan market. As such, APRIL
Partenaires extended its PROBAT range to
include two new products: PROBAT ÉCO
Énergie, a liability insurance which has
been specifically designed for craftsmen
with RGE approval (an environmental
protection award in France), and PROBAT
DO, a completely digital construction dam
age insurance policy designed for general
contractors.

A SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS
UNBROKEN
COMMITMENT
Partners, children, par
ents... there are over
11 million carers in France
offering support to a fam
ily member in difficulty.
APRIL extended its commitment to these ‘family
carers’ in 2016, through two
new partnerships. With
Handicap International,
APRIL intends to set up a
platform listing information about help which is
available and any exist
ing facilities. As for the
France Répit foundation,
which manages a respite
care home for people suffering from serious or dis
abling illnesses as well
as their families, it runs
a ‘connected watchdog’,
set up in 2015 by APRIL,
with the aim of examining
the needs of carers and
healthcare professionals.
Finally,
APRIL
continues to improve access
to insurance for people
living in vulnerable or
insecure situations. The
network of APRIL Mon
Assurance agencies devel
oped a partnership with
the Cresus foundation in
December 2016, which
supports people facing
excessive debt. In order
to help those among its
customers who face financial difficulties, APRIL
connects them with the
foundation and commits
to insuring them once they
are solvent again.

FOCUS ON…

APRIL ON, A TOOL
TO MAKE POLICY HANDLING SIMPLER
2016 was marked by the introduction of an innovative,
digital tool, which make policy handling
much easier for brokers, and what’s more,
helps generate new business.

OPTIMISING THE USER EXPERIENCE
The APRIL ON extranet has replaced intrapril.fr. This new online platform
enables partner brokers to identify products they are looking for more
easily, using the target or the market as a starting point, thanks to
a new, innovative customer-focussed approach. Brokers can access
more than 100 products in 15 markets (medical insurance, personal protection, boat insurance, pet insurance, comprehensive liability, etc.).
APRIL has redesigned the platform to make it more user-friendly and to
make it easier to access products, especially cover summaries. Brokers
can send out quotes quickly and generate new sales activities.

SUPPORT FOR PROSPECTING
The tool incorporates high added-value features for brokers, such as
managing customer email campaigns as well as a CRM tool (Customer
Relationship Management). For example, through a new ‘campaign’ tab
on APRIL ON, a few clicks suffice to launch an email campaign targeting
customers and/or prospects which meet certain criteria, such as the num
ber of previous contacts. Brokers can also be proactive through the ‘Geo
Pro’ tab, which gives the location of different categories of professionals
in the vicinity of their agency, so they can offer them tailored services
in terms of private medical insurance. Finally, brokers can upload information about all of their customers into APRIL ON. “Transforming APRIL
means digitalising our brokers,” states Martin Ruigrok, Chief Customer
Officer at APRIL group.

STAYING AGILE
Launched at the Journées du Courtage event in September 2016 and
available online, the project works in lean start-up mode, which means
that feedback from testing with brokers is used to improve the tool so that
it entirely answers their requirements. “The basics are in place, feedback
from our pilot brokers has enabled us to optimise the tool to make sure it
fully matches their requirements,” specifies Claire Fabre, Director of
APRIL Courtage. New features which are yet to appear will therefore soon
be on offer in 2017, thanks to this continual process.
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SMART DATA
CUSTOMISING
OUR APPROACH
Using the digital data
provided by each
customer in a targeted,
ethical and intelligent
way is the principle
behind smart data, which
is gathering momentum
throughout the group. It is
an effective tool to help
understand customers
better and tailor products
accordingly. With this in
mind, the APRIL Digital
teams developed the
Prospect Relationship
Management (PRM)
project, using a database
containing the contact
details of the group’s
customers and prospects.
With the help of data
scientists, the teams were
able to analyse information from an array of
prospects and identify
trends. With this initiative, APRIL can offer the
most adequate product to
meet its clients’ needs
and remains therefore
customer-centered.
Currently used by two
companies within the
group, the tool will be
rolled out to all subsidiar
ies in 2018. The first
cross-selling scenarios
between subsidiaries are
currently being prepared.

APRIL IN THE STOCK MARKET

2017 FINANCIAL DIARY

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION

25TH APRIL 2017*

7TH SEPTEMBER 2017*

First quarter turnover
press release

Half year results
press release

4TH MAY 2017

24TH OCTOBER 2017*

Annual General Meeting

Third quarter turnover
press release

15 MAY 2017
TH

Dividend payment

2015

2014

2013

2012

0.50

1.04

0.90

1.26

1.32

0.26

0.26

0.42

0.50

0.33

53%

25%

47%

40%

25%

EPS (€)
Dividend
per share (€)
Distribution
rate

* After market close
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